close-ups of Manon's face against monotone backgrounds, the Piéta of Michelle cradling her half-clad brother as he dozes in a drunken slumber, and the images of the earth, the water, the colours of the leaves: this is an austere, evolved, visual language exercised with complete control. That sense of control, in fact, extends to every aspect of the film, its passions and its scope rendering it universally accessible. But there is another, equally profound reflection here. That sense of self that film, Ti-cul tougas, it alone was not enough to sustain faltering comedy.) L'homme à tout faire, also has that quality of buoyant wit but here it is more than a glimmer of personality. Lanctôt is, we discover, a well-nurtured writer and director of comedy.

The film is a simple retelling of the tale of a hopeful country boy's journey to the metropolis. A difficult subject because it has already been done (in Canadian film, Goin' Down the Road is considered a classic), Lanctôt is never self-conscious about that. In fact, the film succeeds at several points in distilling its small truths into that jolting first shot.

Armand Dorion (Jocelyn Bérubé), the type of man condemned to unhappiness as long as he is without a woman. When his wife and kids, by her former marriage, leave the unemployed carpenter, he decides to move to the city to look for work and another lover. In Montreal he falls for the first woman whose eye lingers over his country garb — a young girl who is ultimately uninterested in Armand's design of the way things should be. His next find is older and married: Thérèse (Andrée Pelletier) hires him to finish the basement of her suburban home. After what seems an interminable period of stepping around and over each other, they realize they are in love.

A comedy of manners in the vein of Cousin Cousine, Lanctôt's film is not as refined or enlivened with foibles as the former, which became a North American hit. L'homme à tout faire won't go that far, though it is a pleasant relief from the befuddled comedy of cynicism that has so firmly rooted itself in our contemporary culture.

Lanctôt has said the film is about marginals, but it isn't really. For all their disappointments, her characters haven't dropped out of Quebec society and don't intend to. Thérèse is mainstream middle class. She falters, but she only really wants to get back to her husband through the hapless Armand. We suspect this during the scene when Thérèse's mother, played with much good grace and fun by Québec's "star" TV writer Janette Bertrand, discovers that her daughter is having an affair with the carpenter. There is a lengthy moment of silence before she breaks into peeling laughter, soon joined by her daughter. Armand, meanwhile, is
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Their eyes tell it all, as Manon (Danielle Schneider) puts the make on a receptive Armand (Jocelyn Bérubé) in L'homme à tout faire

Micheline Lanctôt's
L'homme à tout faire


Micheline Lanctôt, who began her film career as an animator and turned to acting (La vraie nature de Bernadette, The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz and, more recently, Blood and Guts) has written and directed a feature film.

L'homme à tout faire (The Handyman) is not a movie that takes critics and audiences by storm, but it is the kind of satisfying film fare that makes you want to see another film by Micheline Lanctôt.

When she was acting, Lanctôt had a natural buoyancy about her. (No director could contain it, though in at least one
Margaret Laurence, First Lady of Manawaka

Margaret Laurence, First Lady of Manawaka


«Art, in fact, is never life.»
- Margaret Laurence

To my mind, a particularly challenging form of documentary is the film which attempts to explore the life and literary work of an eminent writer. The special challenge that arises from this endeavor stems from the subtle interrelationship between the 'events' in imaginative fiction and the events in an author's life. No matter how close an author's real life experiences are to his or her literary creations, it can be argued that, ultimately, the literature transcends those objective correlates, to achieve its own life and symbolic meaning beyond the confines of biography. According to this view, the whole of the literary work is more than the sum of the author's life.

Thus, the documentarist who would explore the life and work of an author must walk a fine line, balancing the tensions between two realities — imaginative and biographical. Two recent films which, in my opinion, have achieved this difficult and delicate balance are David Kaufman's A.M. Klein: The Poet As Landscape and Donald Brittain's Volcano: An Inquiry into the Life and Death of Malcolm Lowry. Because filmmaker Robert Duncan was producer for the latter work, I anticipated that his directing of Margaret Laurence, First Lady of Manawaka would merit a similar distinction.

Duncan is a Scots-Canadian who came to Canada in 1967. He worked as a journalist for the Montreal Gazette until 1968, when he began writing for CBC productions. In 1974, he began his liaison with the NFB — writing for, producing, and directing several projects, including the Lowry film and the delightfully penetrating profile of ad-man Jerry Goodis, entitled Have I Ever Lied to You Before? for which Duncan served as writer.

"First Lady of Manawaka was made," says Duncan, "to help readers, students and admirers understand Laurence's background and its relationship to her works." Interviews with her childhood acquaintances — including a teacher, a neighbour, a piano instructor — recollections from Laurence herself, and information provided by a voice-over narrator, convey to the audience a sense of Laurence's early life: the loss of her parents, the influence of the United Church, the importance to her of ancestry, her inner compulsion to write — which had already emerged by the primary grades. Laurence speaks of her sense of isolation until high school, when she found that she could write for the school paper. The excitement of this discovery made her feel that "maybe I actually have some talent that is socially acceptable." We learn of the impact on her life of the Second World War, then university, work, marriage, travel, children, divorce. The film makes use of old photographs, old film footage of soldiers returning, newspaper clippings to create a feel for the past.

By intercutting anecdotal recollections with readings from the novels, the film interweaves the biographical with the literary. But in doing so, it suggests a simplistic cause-effect relationship, as though we must find our way through her literature mainly by knowing her life. This is perhaps most evident and irritating in the decision to show us tracking-shots of modern-day Neepawa, Laurence's hometown, while we hear on the sound-track actor Jayne Eastwood reading passages...